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calls for rain,rain,rain!
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>rks with a student to measure rainfall on the June 21 rainfall event.
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with not only flooding and power outages, but
also damaged tiles and doors that were busted in
by the force of the rain.
However, vice president for facilities servic
es, Tim Thimmesch, said the damages at I^ake
Michigan Hall have already been restored and

clean up was complete within the first few days
of the incident. He said most of the departments
with files that were damaged determined they
did not need to retain many of the records, which
were then shredded. Files that were necessary to
maintain are being dried and returned to the ap
propriate storage.
Thimmesch said nothing was damaged that
would compromise the records or documents for
students or faculty returning this fall.
“I truly appreciated the support and cleanup
efforts from all departments that were affected by
the storm water last week,” he said. “Everyone
simply pitched in, assessed the damage to their
records or equipment that was stored and helped
to determine what we needed to maintain or what
could be discarded. The recovery effort and turn
around went very well as a result of the contribu
tions of many.”
Associate professor of geology, PetejWampler, has been working with two students tQ
collect runoff samples from the Little Mac ravine
before and after the library construction project,
collecting Total Suspended Sediment samples
with a robotic sampler that is programmed to
take samples during rain events. The samples are

See RAIN, A2
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d 'real times'that aims at teaching the value of an education.
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Grand Valley State University’s Paul Isely
said he was “certainly surprised” when he
received the news that he had been appointed
to Michigan’s Utility Consumer Participation
Board by Gov. Rick Snyder.
The Utility Consumer Participation Board’s
main task is to allocate funds to groups
representing
residential energy
users
to
give
them a fair voice
in cost recovery
proceedings
in
public service.
As an associate
professor
of
economics, Isely
estimates
the
decision
was
made based on
his
knowledge
and
background
in
teaching
courses that deal
with utility rate as well as his own research
reports on different utility costs for the Wesl
Michigan area.
And though Isely said he doesn’t quite
know enough about the position at the time
to say what he’ll bring to the table, he knows
he’ll give it his all.
“I’d like to make sure I do the job to my
fullest ability, like any other job 1 do,” Isely
said.

news@ lanthorn .com

M: Graduate students from the School of Education work with high
the Upward Bound program for subject tutoring and ACT prep.
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Extended forecast calls for rain,rain,rain
By Anya Zentmeyer
GW. News Editor

For many West Michiganders, the past month
has been plagued by bouts of heavy rainfall that
have cancelled plans, flooded basements and
made for miserable morning commutes. Tack on
some severely damaged buildings, stalled con
struction and heavy levels of erosion to the Little
Mac Ravines, and you’re seeing eye-to-eye with
Grand Valley State University’s Allendale cam
pus.
“All of the projects are affected by rain, the
ones with longer durations are easier to manage,”
said James Moyer, vice president of facilities
planning. “The projects with the shorter dura
tions are always a challenge.”
Since GVSU is located on land with a heavy
concentration of clay material, the wet weather
has caused difficulties for some projects, name
ly the student recreation fields project, which
Moyer said has always had critical time elements
and due to the exterior nature of the project is the
most subject to weather.
“The water slowed us down a bit, it caused
some re-work,” Moyer said. “All of the contrac
tors are working through contingency plans to
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When it rains, it pours: Peter Wampler works with a student to measure rainfall on the June 21 rainfall event.

correct their schedules. Most of the initial res
toration and cleanup activities are approaching
completion.”
Many campus facilities were hit with power
outages and flooded basements, but Lake Michi
gan Hall may have taken the brunt of the beating

with not only flooding and power outages, but
also damaged files and doors that were busted in
by the force of the rain.
However, vice president for facilities servic
es, Tim Thimmesch, said the damages at Lake
Michigan Hall have already been restored and

clean up was complete within the first few days
of the incident. He Uid most of the departments
with files that were damaged determined they
did not need to retain many of the records, which
were then shredded. Files that were necessary to
maintain are being dried and returned to the ap
propriate storage.
Thimmesch said nothing was damaged that
would compromise the records or documents for
students or faculty returning this fall.
“I truly appreciated the support and cleanup
efforts from all departments that were affected by
the storm water last week,” he said. “Everyone
simply pitched in, assessed the damage to their
records or equipment that was stored and helped
to determine what we needed to maintain or what
could be discarded. The recovery effort and turn
around went very well as a result of the contribu
tions of many.”
Associate professor of geology, Peter
Wampler, has been working with two students tQ
collect runoff samples from the Little Mac ravine
before and after the library construction project,
collecting Total Suspended Sediment samples
with a robotic sampler that is programmed to
take samples during rain events. The samples are

See RAIN, A2
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Skills to pay the bills: Voshon Hill sports a fresh new hairstyle during a GEAR UP group activity titled 'real times' that aims at teaching the value of an education.

msA

Upward Bound and
GEAR UP summer
programs bring high
school students to
Allendale for a taste of
the college life ahead
of them.
» READ THE STORIES

See GEAR UP and Upward Bound on page A4
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Grand Valley State University’s Paul Isely
said he was “certainly surprised” when he
received the news that he had been appointed
to Michigan’s Utility Consumer Participation
Board by Gov. Rick Snyder.
The Utility Consumer Participation Board’s
main task is to allocate funds to groups
representing
residential energy
users
to
give
them a fair voice
in cost recovery
proceedings
in
public service.
As an associate
professor
of
economics, Isely
estimates
the
decision
was
made based on
his
knowledge _____________________
and
background
ISELY
in
teaching
courses that deal
with utility rate as well as his own research
reports on different utility costs for the WesT
Michigan area.
And though Isely said he doesn’t quite
know enough about the position at the time
to say what he’ll bring to the table, he knows
he’ll give it his all.
“I’d like to make sure I do the job to my
fullest ability, like any other job I do,” Isely
said.

news@lanthorn .com

Study buddies: Graduate students from the School of Education work with high
schoolers In the Upward Bound program for subject tutoring and ACT prep.
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then analyzed in a lab to
determine the amount of sedi
ment being carried at a given
time.
In the June 21 rain event,
one of the larger storms GVSU
has been dealt this summer,
Wampler found the water went
from base level to over 1.6 me
ters in less than an hour - that's
1,500 gallons of water per sec
ond and something Wampler
said has caused massive sedi
ment wash out and erosion in

Grand Valley Lanthorn | THURSDAY, JULY 14, 2011

the Little Mac Ravines.
Wampler said the June 21
rainstorm was a more extreme
event, which doesn’t necessar
ily make for a fair representa
tion. But by collecting the data
in an array of events - of which
the team has 12 currently - they
hope to capture a more accurate
snapshot of before and after the
Storm Water Initiative.
To read more about GVSU’s Storm Water Initiative,
visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/
stormwater/.
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New development
to potentially house
GV health programs

GVl/ Eric Coulter

By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

» Construction site safety
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Possibilities: A rendering of the proposed new building.

By Kendall Gilbert
GVLStaff Writer

Local builder Rockford Construction and Grand Valley
State University recently confirmed that a proposed new
building to be constructed in downtown Grand Rapids’
Medical Mile expansion project could be the future site for
GVSU health care related programs.
“We are interested in the project, but nothing has been
finalized,’’ said Mary Eileen Lyon, assistant vice president
for News & Information Services at GVSU. “No timetable
has been set because we are still in negotiations with
Rockford Construction.”
The planned 80,000 to 90,000 square-foot complex
would be situated on the northeast comer of Lafayette
Avenue NE and Hastings Street NE in the BelknapLookout neighborhood. The proposed design would call
for green construction and an enclosed parking garage, and
will represent the first expansion of Medical Mile related
buildings north of highway 1-96.
GVSU is interested in becoming the primary tenant of
the complex as the university seeks to add more space to
serve students in the health related programs. One of the
most pressing issues for health related education programs
at GVSU is the need for more space.
“If we get space, we will be able to recruit quality faculty
and attract even more top students interested in the health
professions,” Lyon said.

Construction on Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale campus is well
underway, and aside from some minor set
backs as a result from weather, vice president
for facilities planning, James Moyer, said
progress is ticking along.
However, along with the upside of progress
comes the downside - a large amount of
construction traffic and shut downs across
campus.
“Our goal is not to have that mass of trucks
on West Campus Drive when school starts,”
Moyer said.
Both Moyer and Capt. Brandon DeHaan,
assistant director of the Department of Public
Safety at GVSU, said obeying the provided
detours are essential to the safety of students,
faculty and staff walking around campus this
summer.
The shut down walkway from the Student
Services building to Kirkhof - a result of
underground utility work - has caused the biggest
concentration of confusion for pedestrians
on campus. At the beginning of construction,
much foot traffic was diverted behind the
Cook DeWitt building, but since then the area
has been fenced off and blocked off, causing
some aggravation from pedestrians. However,
DeHaan and Moyer said the area was not built
for or intended as a footpath, and consequently
raises a number of safety concerns.
“We had folks that shouldn’t be walking
there, walking there- there’s great potential for
injury,” DeHaan said. “There is not adequate
lighting for it to be a walk path for folks during
the evening hours, which was one of the main
reasons it was shut down. “
Alternate routes have been marked for
safer travel. One detour goes through the
Little Mackinaw Bridge and the other goes

along North Campus Drive by parking Lot H.
DeHaan and Moyer advised students to use the
provided routes versus the walking along the
road - which has prompted the university to
place student workers to help direct traffic until
Aug. 1, when the regular walkway is scheduled
for restoration.
The traffic signal at the intersection of
Ravine Drive, Residence Drive and Campus
Drive has also caused the university to shut
down a stretch of Campus Drive until it’s
completion. The construction has also altered
the bus route, which will return to normal after
the traffic signal project is complete. Currently,
a temporary road is provided as a detour for
motorists entering the university through the
front entrance.
“All of these projects had extensive prior
planning and we are trying to make the least
amount of impact (on students) as possible,”
DeHaan said. “While it affects summer classes,
it could be a lot worse.”
The traffic signal at the intersection of
Calder Drive and South Campus Drive has
already been completed. With a semester lull
of collisions at this intersection, Moyer and
DeHaan hope the traffic light gives motorists,
pedestrians and bicyclists a sense that all of
their concerns were heard.
The recreation fields have seen some minor
delays due to rain, but the rim of the track is
currently underway and Moyer hopes progress
will continue as scheduled.
“It is anticipated that when school starts,
the library will be the most significant thing
undone.” Moyer said.
The university also plans to begin repairs on
parking lots throughout campus in the coming
weeks.
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The
Zumbeige
Pond
Conversion project is one of the
more notable concentrations of
construction underway on the
Grand Valley State University
campus this summer. With
massive mounds of rocks, dirt
and heavy machinery, many
passers-by are left wondering
what exactly all this pond
construction is for.
Vice president of facilities
and planning, James Moyer,
said the work underway is
addressing
four
matters:
outdoor events, storm water
management, irrigation water
quality and ADA compliant
accessibility on the north end

of the pond.
Originally constructed in
the 1960s, the pond is at the
southern portion of a ravine
that originally stretched as far
as the Performing Arts Center.
The runoff from the four acre
surrounding drainage area
flows into the pond, however
with the current pond water
level maintained by overflow
structure in the pond, there
is no storm water storage
and any excess runoff flows
through the pond and into the
ravines.
“The pond was originally
constructed to assist with
storm water management and
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eventually transitioned into
a landscape feature,” Moyer
said. “The work, currently
underway, will restore a
portion of the storm water
management capability by
allowing the pond level to float
approximately six inches.”
The six inches will allow
the pond to capture rainwater
for irrigation use.
“The irrigation system is
being altered so that the well
that supplies water for lawn
irrigation will be piped to the
pond,” Moyer said. “This will
allow some of the sediment
to drop from the well water
before it is then used for lawn
irrigation. This along with
the captured storm water will
be the source of irrigation
for the original buildings and
including the new library
site.”
Moyer said the west side
of the pond (between the pond
and Kirkhof Center) is being
raised to create a dyer area
as well as improve aesthetics
to create display lawn for
campus events and tent space
with library construction on
West Kirkhof lawn occupying
the old site of many tent-type
activities on campus. Tiered
retaining walls along pond will
serve as an edge for seating.
Lastly, the sidewalks on the
north end of the pond are being
reworked to bring the slopes
more in line with the ADA
requirements for wheelchair
use.
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Presidents of Grand Valley
State University, Ferris
State University, Western
Michigan University and
Grand Rapids Community
College signed a pact
early June that will act
as stepping-stone for
students who transfer from
GRCC with an associates
degree.
Numbers show about
1,000 students transferred
from GRCC during the
2009-2010 academic year
with 45 or more credits
without earning an
associates degree. It takes
62 credits to qualify for
an associate degree from
GRCC.
The agreement would
work by allowing students
to transfer credits from
GRCC to the three other
institutions that signed the
pact.
In a press release, GRCC
Dean of Student Affairs,
Tina Hoxie, said that an
associate's degree could
act as a safeguard for
students who transfer out
of GRCC but who might
not eventually compete a
bachelor's degree.

Assistant Director
of Student Life
receives Outstanding
Fraternity/ Sorority
Advisor Award
Grand Valley State
University's assistant
director of student life, Tom
Coy, has been selected
to receive Alpha Sigma
Alpha's Outstanding
Fraternity/Sorority Advisor
award for his work with
the with the fraternal
community at GVSU, home
of Alpha Sigma Alpha's
ZetaTau Chapter.
Established in 2010, the
Outstanding Fraternity/
Sorority Advisor Award
was created to recognize a
campus professional who
exemplifies the core values
of Alpha Sigma Alpha,
serves as a role model for
students and has made an
outstanding contribution
to Greek life.

GV Interns compete in
intern Olympics
On June 22, Grand Valley
State University's Pew
Grand Rapids campus
played host to the fourth
annual Summer Internship
Olympics.
More than 260 interns
from Grand Valley State
University and other
West Michigan colleges
competed at the Summer
Internship Olympics,
divided into teams to
complete a scavenger hunt
through downtown Grand
Rapids.
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AWRI launches floating research center on Muskegon Lake
The information from
the buoy is recorded every
15 minutes and transmitted
Grand
Valley
State every hour to the computers.
University’s Annis Water From there, the information
Research Institute launched a is sent both to an archive in
floating research center on Apr. Allendale and to a database
7 to gather data on Muskegon on the web. The data is also
Lake. The buoy, equipped quality checked often by
with sensors to monitor inspecting the sensors for
several aquatic conditions is malfunctions.
“Anyone can access our
a nearly $6(X),(HX) project and
a partnership among GVSU, data. If a scientist wanted
the Environmental Protection to run his own tests or
Agency and the National comparisons, he can use our
Oceanic and Atmospheric data. If someone has a sensor
they want to use in the Lake,
Administration.
“NOAA is helping to we have a place on our buoy
fund the research as is the to accommodate them.”
Besides research, AWRI is
EPA,” said Scott Kendall,
Observatory Manager of the very proud of the educational
project. “The EPA program and outreach opportunities
financed us through the Great that the project gives them.
“During the spring and
Lakes Restoration Initiative.
The buoy acts as a collection fall, we take students grades
six through twelve out on the
center for data on the water.”
Kendall’s
partner
at boat. They get to take samples
AWRI is Bopi Biddanda, of the water and compare
the principle investigator their findings to the sensor’s
of the buoy. Biddanda was findings. Not to mention the
community’s
opportunity
unavailable for comment.
The buoy and sensors rest to see what is happening on
in the center of the lake, just their lake.”
The boat trips help to get
outside of popular shipping
lanes. It stands 12 feet tall students in West Michigan
and is 5 feet in diameter. schools interested in science
The main buoy weighs and to help them gain
750 pounds while the two knowledge of the world
anchors weigh 1,200 pounds around them.
Next week, Kendall said
each. Each section of chain
that
they hope to launch a
weighs about 450 pounds.
new
sensor
on the buoy, one
With equipment that size, the
buoy was positioned in the that will detect water flow
water with the assistance of speed and direction at several
an 80-foot vessel provided depths. This data could help
by one of AWRI’s partners put the existing data in a
on the project. Kendall said new light, especially data
that the data the buoy collects on the chlorophyll data that
is helpful to many people measures the over-saturation
of nutrients that can cause an
outside the research center.
“We’re not hoarding the algal bloom.
Once the grant funding runs
data,’’ he said. “Everything
out
in the summer of 2013,
we collect goes up on the web
AWRI
plans to continue the
and anyone can look at it.”
Kendall said that the data research and perhaps expand
is helpful for research, but it with new funding.
“Once the buoy is out
it can also be beneficial for
there,
that’s a nominal fee,”
fishermen, boaters or hobby
Kendall said. “However, it
scientists.
“This is the first collection transmits on its own. What
center actually on the water,” we fund is maintenance on
he said. “If you want to know the sensors.”
The buoy is not an
what the wind is like or the
ecological
harm to have in the
water temperature, we have
water,
but
the
one drawback is
that information.”
He said the buoy uses the possibility of a shutdown
to
uncontrollable
a modem to transmit the due
circumstances,
such as a
information from the buoy
lightning
strike.
However,
to the computers at AWRI.
The process is very similar to the researchers at AWRI
believe the rewards to greatly
making a cell phone call.
outweigh
the risk.
“Muskegon Lake is an
To
learn
more about the
area of concern,” he said.
“This buoy helps us gather project, AWRI or to view the
data to study the ecological data collected by the buoy,
conditions that cause things please visit www.gvsu.edu/
like undesirable algae or other wri/buoy.
news@ lanthorn .com
beneficial use impairments.”

All aboard: Grand
Valley State University's
Bopi Biddanda and
Scott Kendall from the
Annis Water Research
Institute prepare for
the deployment of the
research buoy aboard the
R/V Laurentian. Biddana is.
the pyncipal investigator
of the buoy, while Kendallacts as the observatory
manager of the entire
project - a partnership
among GVSU, the
Environmental Protection
Agency and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration that totals
at nearly $600,000.

By Marc Maycroft

GVL Intern
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Learning to grow
TRiO Upward Bound provides local high school students tools for future success
as Grand Valley has changed. We
were only funded to serve 50 students
J GVL News Editor
at the time and we had 10 schools, so
!
“If you don’t like my rules, you can we couldn’t have an impact on any
one school or any one district. Now we
! go home.”
\ That’s what Amie Smith-Alexander serve one hundred students and we are
J tells the students in her program at two schools, so just the service that
we have is more comprehensive.”
J who complain about the six-week,
Now funded by a $500000 grant
J academically-intensive summer camp
that has to be rewritten every five years.
J at Grand Valley State University,
Upward Bound has since become a
J Upward Bound.
of GVSU’s College of Education,
part
;
“And you know what?” she said.
with
associate
professor Paula
| “They never do.”
Lancaster leading ACT prep classes
;
Upward Bound, one of the nine
along with students from the WK
• federally funded TRiO programs,
Kellog Foundation Woodrow Wilson
• uses grants provided by the U.S.
Michigan Teaching Fellows.
• Department of Education to help
Every March, Upward Bound
• prepare underdeserved and/or firstrecruits
students enrolled in Central
! generation college-bound students in
High
School
and Union High School
l grades nine through twelve for success
who
are
a
potential
first-generation
• in high school and enrollment for
college student or meet the federal
college nationwide.
income guidelines set by the federal
government.
Humble beginnings
The program is a year-round
Initially established in 1965, TRiO
operation,
providing
after-school
came to GVSU in 1978, with Smithtutoring and academic advising when
Alexander as the program's first
school is in session, and a six-week
recruiter, teacher and now director,
summer camp on college campuses
building the program from the bottom
in June and July. Upward Bound is
up.
required to track these students all of
“[Upward Bound) has changed
the way through college and report the
about as much as I have and my hair
information back to program on the
has,” she said. “It has changed as much
federal government level to monitor
success.
“We become the supporting entity
from the time they’re in the ninth grade
to the time they graduate to help them
get into college,” Smith-Alexander
said. “Mr. Brandsen and Ms. Palmer
actually teach classes, run after
graduate high school
school meetings four days a week, do
community projects with them, meet
with them in their homes, look at their
academics, help them plan their classes
- we become the counselor. We see
go on to college
them every single day.”

; By Anya Zentmeyer

Upward Bound
: by the numbers

99%
95%
12

of the 23 seniors will
attend GVSU in the fall

The campus classroom
While on campus, students face a
regimented schedule of classes, study
time, mandatory physical exercise and

some ‘structured free
time’ if they follow all
of the rules. The best
of the best students are
also granted a small
stipend, which fluctuates
depending on what year
they are.
Alicia Mancio, a
Union High School
student that is entering
her senior year, has stuck
with Upward Bound
since ninth grade, and
has also participated
in the GEAR UP/
College Day program.
Aside from Copeland
Residence
Hall’s
community bathrooms,
GVL / Eric Coulter
she has no complaints.
Grow, garden grow: Levi Gardener, Sustainable Agriculture Project Manager, shows students how to harvest the crops.
whose
Mancio,
Alexander, is key.
father immigrated from
students the staff and everybody.”
“It’s not because they’re not smart,
Mexico and whose mother never made
And with 33 years’ worth of students
it to higher education, will be the first in it’s not because they’re not ambitious, in her past, Smith-Alexander said that’s
her family to go to college. Mancio is it's just because they don’t have the exactly what Upward Bound is - a
the editor of Union's yearbook staff and information and the resources, “ she family. In fact, Smith-Alexander has
an academically-driven student who said. “I ask teachers to push them - taken in three foster children through
plans on taking her first college classes don’t tell me they can't do it; there is the Upward Bound program, putting
at Grand Rapids Community College nothing wrong with their minds. We two of them through college and
during her senior year of high school. just have to figure out a way to teach housing another until his wedding day.
She said she hopes to go to University them."
“I remember one girl telling me
of Michigan for political science when
Josh Brandsen, technology database she was pregnant and we were in the
she graduates.
coordinator and match specialist classroom together and I just started to
“I just think that instead of for Upward Bound, is on his eighth cry,” she said. “It’s not different than if
complaining about things in the summer working with the program my daughter told me she was pregnant.
system - because I go to Union and and spends much of his time teaching They become part of your family, your
we’re kind of just subjects to whatever math classes and offering one-on-one big family. We have a song that’s called
the family song and I make them sing
happens,” Mancio said. “We’ve been tutoring to students in need.
And with the advent of online it every day.”
through trimesters and now we’re back
Palmer, who is poised to take over
in semesters and we have this hub classes in Grand Rapids Public Schools,
Brandsen said students are in need of for Smith-Alexander as retirement
program going - so I just feel like if I
creeps up over the horizon, said the
complain it doesn’t do as much good as face time more than ever.
program has changed her for the better.
if I actually did something about it.”
“I call them my babies,” she said.
Danielle Palmer, assistant director The Upward Bound family
“llie students that we work with - “I don’t have any natural children, and
of Upward Bound, said the aim of the
summer program specifically is to take well, 1 think they appreciate us more,” when people ask me do I have kids, I
away the distractions that may prevent Brandsen said. “The students are really say, ‘well, I have 85 of them.’”
To read more about GVSU’s TRiO
students from being successful. Without grateful, because maybe they don’t
Upward
Bound program, visit www.
cell phones or worries about food, sleep have as many people that help them.
gvsu.edu/ub.
When
we
help
them,
they
really
rely
or caretaker roles, students can focus on
news® lanthorn com
education - which, according to Smith- on us. We kind of see it as a family, the

Sharp shooter:

WHEN S
IS HERE
GET IT
IN GE

Jawan Jennings,
pictured above
playing pool
during the
scheduled
recreation time,
will be a senior
atCreston High
School next fall.
Jennings has
been with the
GEAR U P/Col lege
Day program
at Grand Valley
State University
since he was in
seventh grade.

Summer program aims to prepare students 7-12 grade for the world of higher education
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

Come next spring. Grand Valley State University’s Gaining
Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs
(GEAR UP) will wave goodbye to the class of 2012 - the
first to complete the GEAR UP program since the first grant
was written five years ago as an extension of the already
established, state-funded College Day program.
GEAR UP brings students from Central High School,
Creston High School, Ottawa Hills High School and Union
High School to spend a week on GVSU’s campus learning
what it takes to be prepared for college. GEAR UP operates on
campus for two weeks, each week dedicated to two of the four

GVL / Anya Zantmayar
AmI tim«s: Guest speaker Andrei Nichols works with a GEAR UP student.

schools enrolled.
As the associate director of the Office of Multicultural
Affairs and program coordinator for the GEAR UP/College
Day program at GVSU, Bobby Springer says he knows how
tough it is for most students to go to college.
“If you’re not ready,” Springer said, “the chances for success
are not going to be great...we share with them that it really
boils down to how hard they want to work. The harder you
work, the more opportunities you have later in life. ”
Springer said though College Day was a good start, the
addition of GEAR UP - funded by a federal grant of $282120
- allows Springer and his team to zero in on the class of 2012
to have a more long-lasting impact on the Grand Rapids Public
School district.
Though low-income schools were targeted during the
recruiting process. Springer said there are no particular
eligibility requirements for students in the GEAR UP program
other than simply being a member of the class of 2012.
Jawan Jennings, an entering senior at Creston High School,
has been consistently engaged with GEAR UP since he was
in seventh grade. Back then. Jennings said he wasn’t even
thinking about college.
“Without GEAR UP I don’t think I’d even be thinking about
college right now, and I wouldn’t have the opportunities I have
to visit colleges and get experience and know what I need to
get into college,” Jennings said. “It’s really helpful for getting
ready.”
Now, Jennings hopes to eventually wind up at either
Davenport or Western Michigan University, and wants to go
into business management so he can open up a couple stores possibly some barbershops downtown - and give back to the
Grand Rapids community.
“I think it’s really kept us all on the straight path and given
us something to look forward to,” Jennings said. "A lot of my
friends, they don’t really look toward college, and ever since
the GEAR UP came around they’re given hope of going to
college. GEAR UP helps us and gives us confidence, something
to motivate us toward col lege.“
Springer said he focuses education on four key areas
throughout the week - scholarships, grants, loans and work
study as well as what to expect on the ACT. Students visit other
West Michigan area colleges, talk to admissions professors and

learn about financial aid options.
“They don’t come from a lot of households were mom and
dad have gone to college,” Springer said. “Some kids parents
didn’t even graduate from high school, they’ll be the first ones
going to college. So giving them that exposure to what this is
all about, that’s what GEAR UP is all about/*
Andrei Nichols, a guest speaker that works with GEAR UP
said it’s important for these students to understand college as
a necessity.
“I want them to understand that you’re going to have to
expand your knowledge base after high school if you want to
be competitive in this global society,” Nichols said. “There is
no way in the world that you can survive and compete if you’re
not looking to increase your knowledge base.”
Nichols, the creator of an independent consulting firm
that does presentations for students, as well as professional
development for staff and workshops for parents, said for
students from small towns, exposure to higher education isn’t
always easy. And as a native of Baldwin, Mich, and a former
College Day coordinator at Ferris University, he would know.
“They really don’t know about the world outside of that
place,” Nichols said. “So it’s important for someone who has
been where they are to come back to that place and say ‘I
understand what you’re going through. I’ve been where you’re
at and I’m going to let you know there are some things you
can do so that you can be mindful of opportunities outside of
here.’”
Springer said the state of Michigan is already working
on another grant that would allow the GEAR UP program
to continue for the class of 2017. This time, the grant would
follow students not only to their graduation date, but through
their first year of college as well. And with their first swing
out of the way. Springer said he and the rest of the GEAR UP
program can look past logistics and focus on what matters.
“You have to learn the school system,you have to work with
the teachers in each grade, you have to do that early on,” he
said. “But going into this second time we already know those
things, so we can really focus in on the academic part because
we need for the students - no matter what their background
is - we need them to put their best foot forward because that’s
what it’s going to take to be successful with this.”

news @ lanthorn jcom
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MONICA
JOHNSTONE
| FACULTY GUEST COLUMNIST

Finally! Six years of college
and now I've got roy degree!
I cant uuait to see what
opportunities await me!

Finally! Six years of college,
months of app/ying,
and now I've got a JOB!

Life is good.

Engaging the high bar

Monica Johnstone is the Director of Communications &
Advancement for the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences.

STILL WANT MORE?
Visit www.lanthorn.com

Read GVL Columnist
Kevin VanAntwerpen's
thoughts on patriotism.
GVI, OPINION POLICY
'/ The ultimate goal of the Grand
' Valley lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those
of the Grand Valley l .anthorn.
The Grand Valley
1 .an thorn
‘ welcomes reader viewpoints and offers
‘ three vehicles of expression for reader
; opinions: letters to the editor, guest
columns and phone responses.
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
I .anthorn
'
letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
• ♦

The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors that
appear' in print as a result of transcribing
handwritten letters ore-mail typographic
errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board ofTrustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

Want us to publish your
thoughts? Email us at
editoriaManthorn.com
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VOICES FROM THE VALLEY
In the wake of the Roderick Dantzler mass murders, do
you feel like Grand Rapids is still a safe city to live in?

"Well 1 was quite
spooked for a
day or two there.
But this was an
isolated incident,
and so 1 do feel
safe despite the
severity of the
event."

"Yeah. What a
terrible thing to
have happened.
Grand Rapids is
still a safe city
though. We should
feel lucky that
these events are
rare."

"Yes, 1 do. Things
like this happen
everywhere. Grand
Rapids is a growing
city, and things like
this are bound to
happen".

"Yes. 1 do not like
the blown-up
fear mongering
that is going on
because of this
one incident.
The whole 'GR is
the new Detroit'
comments I've
been hearing are
purely ignorant."

"1 feel it is a safe
city to live in. It is
unfortunate that
the event may
have marred the
world's view of
Grand Rapids, but 1
still feel it is a safe
city."

Nate Harrison
Senior,
Anthropology
Muskegon, Mich.

Benjamin Hill
Master's Program
Social Work
Detroit, Mich.

Ashley Hatfield
Junior
Social Work
Livonia, Mich.

Nathan Mehmed
Junior
Geography
Hartland, Mich.

Brittani Stickler
Senior
English
Edmore, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST
Earlier this month, I was at
tacked in the head by a bird.
I’ll give you a minute to stop
laughing and collect yourself.
Yes, red-winged blackbirds
have taken over West Campus
Drive and no one is safe.
People may be shocked to
know that Grand Valley State
University has become overrun by
the Jaws of the air, and it seems
psycho to me that no horror movie
has been made about dangerous
birds.
This is nothing new to me,
though, and I have made peace
with the fact that these birds have
taken residence on my usual jog
ging route. I can no longer sculpt
my finely-toned legs.
Unfortunately, while I am
aware of these angry birds, most
people around campus are not. I
have only managed to warn a few
lucky college-age passersby that
they were about to enter a col
legiate version of “When Animals
Attack.”
Since the beginning of the sum
mer, though, someone has placed a
well-intentioned sign near the 48th
Ave. intersection. While I apprcci-

^one s'^n ^oes n°thing against
terror from the sky
ate the effort to warn pedestrians
of the dangerous birds, the word
choice doesn’t emphasize the po
tential for kamikaze strikes.
“Be Aware, Nesting Red
Winged Black Birds” is what
the sign says, and is—in its own
way—completely accurate. How
ever, referencing a “nesting” bird
does not terrify people as much as,
say, an “evil” or “psychotic” bird.
A sign like this is reminiscent of a
sign on Jurassic Park (the second
half of the movie) that identifies
the creature that is about to assault/attempt-to-maim you, even
though it is already too late.
Besides, “aware” doesn’t re
ally mean anything. People are
“aware” of high cholesterol; they
are “aware” of their own mortality;
and they are “aware” that every
Bon Jovi song sounds the same.
What they should not be “aware”
of is a flock of nesting red-winged
blackbirds—they should be
“alert,” or “armed.”
I say this because “nest
ing” does not mean building a
nest. Instead, it means that the
birds are raising and protecting
their offspring. And apparently.

red-winged blackbirds not only
guard their nest, but a county-wide
vicinity around the nest, which in
this instance includes the major
ity of West Campus Drive and a
decent segment of the bordering
golf courses.
Perhaps the strangest piece
of information is that these bird
refrain from attacking when you
keep eye contact. Evidently, the
only game that red-winged black
birds enjoy more than head-tag is a
good old-fashioned staring contest.
They also enjoy thumb wars.
Of course, while this tactic has
worked for me on several occa
sions, I am in no way suggesting
that this works for everyone and
do not accept responsibility for
anyone who takes this advice for
granted. I’m sure the Lanthorn
feels the same way.
I am not saying that GVSU
needs to eradicate all red-winged ‘
blackbirds, a bird whose only
crime is protecting the future of its
species. Instead, there should be
clearer warnings that state that this
behavior gives birds a bad name.!

cslatter\@ lanthorn .com
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Campus dining options for
the Spring/Summer
semester student:

Is

GVL/Dsn Sills

(Teenage Mutant Nm)a Turtles <C

’ At orientations and convocations, advice is passionately
^iven. While some is very specific (“Keep your G number
private”), much of it touches on less concrete themes, such as
The charge to “engage your education,” to take an active role
3n it. In the summer heat, with pressing matters like paying
Tor texts and asking the boss for time off on move-in day, there
isn’t much time to contemplate what an engaged education
would look like. Some may even see it as a way of disguising
the advice to “study hard.”
What is actually meant is something else altogether. It is a
call: open yourself to the potential of precious years dedicated
to your mind and heart. Some will choose to spend their college
years as preparation for work. They will ask themselves only if
this will get a particular job that they imagine they want and that
they hope the economy will need. They will ask their teachers,
“why is this relevant?” and only expect to hear how the material
applies to the work-a-day world.
They may be bewildered when their teacher answers that the
material is relevant to our times, to our appreciation of ideas
and the physical world, to our ability to be better citizens, and
to our capacity to understand one another.
What if a student were to ask not what job skills are worth
having, but instead what life skills are worth having? What if
getting a life is not the same thing as getting a job?
When we listen to alumni, we learn that the skills that got
them in the door to their jobs are not the same ones that allowed
them to thrive. For a spinal surgeon, biochemistry was the
door-opener to medical school, and a class in rhetorical analysis
turned out to be the means to becoming a great expert witness
in court. An engineer initially used all that he learned in his
engineering classes to build freeway overpasses, but he moved
up in his firm because of the writing skills he’d also developed,
and his public speaking skills have come in very handy when
lobbying his kids’ school board.
These things came to mind on a recent vacation while reading
a wonderful novel by a former student of mine (Bridget Asher’s
The Provence Cure for the Brokenhearted). She was a brilliant
writing major. Clearly, her French has also panned out for her.
Most of all, though, her book was rich because she’d learned
so very well to pay attention, to engage lives and cultures and
professions other than her own. She came to understand during
her college years what Wayne Booth called friendship with
books. And here I was, making friends with hers.
I once read that a person can count among his or her real
accomplishments only those things that would take a talented
student more than two weeks of concentrated effort to learn.
My cooking is not even close. Your major will surpass that
standard. Most individual courses will not. Your commitment
to an absorbing activity such as the marching band or the dance
troupe or Bard-To-Go or editing The Lanthorn will, if you apply
yourself. Studying abroad or your Summer Scholars research
or using most of your electives to take sculpture classes - these
will do the trick. The sum of all the co-curricular talks and
performances you attend during college might make the cut, if
you meet them at least half-way.
In any case, whether your experiences clear such a high bar
will be a function of the choices you make. And those choices
will make you.
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ARTIST FEATURE >> Patricia Clark, Ph.D

NEED LAST
MINUTE
HOUSING ?
Sign and roclovo a
COURTESY PHOTO/ Patricia Clark

atricia Clark, professor in the Writing
Department at Grand Valley State
University also serves as the GVSU’s
poet-in-residence.
Clark has been writing for nearly 30 years, and
has published three books of poetry; “North of
Wondering,” “My Father on a Bicycle” and “She
Walks Into The Sea”.
Bom in Tacoma, Wash., Clark fostered an
early love of literature and books through visits
to the public library. She studied economics at
the University of Washington in Seattle before
deciding to continue her education in the field of
writing.
Clark went on to earn her Master’s of fine
arts in English and creative writing from the
University of Montana and holds a doctorate in
English from the University of Houston.

P

Her poetry has appeared in magazines such
as The Atlantic Monthly, Poetry, Slate, New
England Review, North American Review,
Pennsylvania Review, Black Warrior Review,
and Seattle Review.
Clark is the recipient of a Creative Artist
Grant from ArtServe Michigan for 2003, the
winner of the first book competition sponsored
by Women in Literature for her book of poems
North of Wondering, and the 1997 recipient of
Mississippi Review’s Poetry Prize for her poem
“The Only Body.”
Clark was also the coeditor of an anthology
of contemporary women writers titled Worlds in
Our Words and has been a scholar at the Bread
Loaf Writers’ Conference, and a resident at
The Mac Dowell Colony, at Ragdale, and at the
Virginia Center for the Creative Arts.

White sweet clover and all the
other named and unnamed
flowers
By Patricia Clark
White campion, first, for being ubiquitous
and fetching, its puffy calyxes

48 people
at 48 west
and red eve a $400r
gilt card* to Best Buy,
Apple or IKEA!

like the thoraxes of bees, plump, pendant.
And another pale one wood anemone
with its opposite leaves, deeply palmate,

,■35“ •

above which the flowers look creamy, shy.
Field clover, red, and the white sweet one,
too. Does the metal mark find it by scent?
•

Fading now, almost finished for the season, the elegant
■

reclusive stalks of dame’s rocket in three colors
pink, white, lavender. The last has lasted
longest, color of the dusky hours, the hours
of sorrow and reflection, of missing someone dear,
of words said that cannot be taken back.
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‘

Call or Visit Us TodayI
|

A purple twining one, relative to the sweet pea,
which is called crown vetch. It adds
nitrogen to the soil and makes a stunning

616.895.2400
Monday - Friday
10am - 7pm

companion along the roadside. Daily you fill in
■

one more name on the family tree, daily a new one
blooms. Soothing, idle purposes, oh summer.

Saturday - Sunday
12pm - 4pm

["White Sweet Clover and All the Other Named and Unnamed FlowerJ^ppedred in
Patricia Clark’s second hook of poems, titled My Father on a Bicycl'g,ipfrijfht 2005,
Michigan State University Press). Reprinted in The Lanthorn with permission of the
author.]

www.48west.com
•Restriction* apply. Qttt card will be pra*antad after Auguat 20, 2011
upon complete execution of the lease agreement.
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Capturing

Women's cross country, indoor
and outdoor track and field
teams each capture national
titles in 2010-11

TITLE TRIFECTA
COURTESY PHOTO / NACDA
Directors' Cut: (left to right) Tom O'Toole, Tim Selgo and Greg Brown

GVSU locks
up record
eighth-straight
Directors’ Cup
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor

COURTESY PHOTO / St*v* Jon**
Victorious: Grand Valley State University's women's track team celebrates their three-part national title win, posing with their new trophy on the field.

By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor

For many track teams
across the college landscape,
a single national champion
ship would be reason for cel
ebration.
However, for the Grand
Valley State University’s
women’s track team, the
celebration was a year-long,
three-part one as the Lakers
collected national titles as a
team in cross country, indoor
track and field and outdoor
track and held.
“It’s never happened in
women’s track and held at
any level in NCAA history,
so that’s exciting, but it’s
just that you feel good for
what the athletes achieved,”
said GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes. “I’ve been here for
12 years trying to win one
(national championship), so
winning three in one year is
a great accomplishment.”
While all three teams
have been very successful
during Baltes time at the
helm - shown by his teams
winning 54 out of 66 cross
country, indoor, and outdoor
track and held GLI AC cham
pionships - this year proved
special as all three women’s
teams put together special
runs of their own
“Winning the outdoor
team title and being part of
a program that has just made
history by winning cross
country, indoors and out
doors is something special

SPORTS
SHORT
Follow the Lakers
all summer long

@lanthorn.com

that many individuals never
get a chance to do,” said ju
nior thrower Lauren Buresh.
“I’m so blessed that I had the
opportunity to be part of that
history and part of such a
great program.”
While only two Lakers
captured individual titles
throughout the three national
championship meets, it was
an entire team effort that led
to the titles. The program was
further rewarded for their
year-long efforts after be
ing named the United States
Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Associa
tion (USTFCCCA) Division
II Program of the Year.
“Not only did we want
to be the outdoor national
champions, but we wanted to
be the first women’s program
to ever win all 3 national
titles,” said junior thrower
Liz Murphy. “We brought
an overwhelming amount of
people to nationals and ev
eryone did their part to help
out and win.”
Not only are the trio of
championships important for
the school’s athletic depart
ment as a whole, but also for
Baltes and the recruiting pro
cess. An ace recruiter dating
back to his time as an assis
tant coach at Butler Univer
sity (Ind.), Baltes will look
to use the team’s success to
his advantage on the recruit
ing trail.
“You hope it has a posi
tive impact on recruiting,”
Baltes said. “I think it gets
recruits excited, and people

66
I've been here for 12 years
trying to win one (national cham
pionship), so winning three in
one year is a great accomplish
ment.55

-Jerry Baltes
Head women's track coach
definitely are interested in
being a part of a winning
program. We’re still going
to have to work hard to sell
the program, but I hope that
we can get some top end stu
dent athletes to see the posi
tives.”
It’s that recruiting that
helps to form the successful
teams Baltes has coached
in his 12 years as GVSU’s
head coach. With the afore
mentioned lack of individual
national championships, the
overall success of the team’s
as one unit is what have
helped bring them to the top.
“Ive always said that
there are two ways to have a
great track team: depth and
top-end talent,” Baltes said.
“We’ve had both at differ
ent times, but never both at
the same time and this year
the depth definitely helped
compliment top-end athletes
like Liz Murphy and Monica
Kinney.”
On top of the success the
teams saw during their na

tional title runs, five GVSU
athletes competed in the
USA Junior Track and Field
Championships in Eugene,
Ore. from 6/23-26.
Lisa Galasso (400-meter
hurdles), Kalena Franklin
(100-meter hurdles), Madie
Rodts (1,500-meter run),
Lance Hoffman (400-meter
hurdles) and Peonte Hurst
(400-meter hurdles) all com
peted but did not place. The
experience - win or lose was something that Baltes
feels was beneficial to the
athletes going forward.
“We look at it as a reward
for those kids who have
excelled at a high level,”
Baltes said. ’The learning
and experience factor is
important, and being able to
compete against the best tal
ent in the country and shake
hands with Olympians, just
instills a confidence in them
to hopefully come back here
hungry to compete.”

sports @ lanthorn jcom

Another
year,
another
Directors’ Cup for Grand Valley
State University.
Athletic success has become
the staple at GVSU, and the
ultimate measure of success
in Division II athletics - the
Learfield Sports Directors’
Cup - is returning to Allendale
again.
The school notched its
eighth-consecutive cup on 6/17
after scoring a Division II-record
with 1J057.50 points, 277.75
points better than second place
University of Central Missouri.
“This is an accomplishment
that really reflects on the quality
of the student-athletes, coaches
and support staff we have
at Grand Valley State,” said
GVSU athletic director Tim
Selgo. “This is a school award
and we are proud to represent
Grand Valley State University.”
Scoring for the Directors’
Cup is based on individual
team success, and the Lakers
have been persistent with their
success, scoring 411 points in
the fall, 292 in the winter and
354.50 in the spring.
The success the Lakers have
seen on the court and field began
with a trickle-down effect from
the athletic department itself.
Selgo’s leadership, along with
consistency among coaching
staffs for each sport has given
the steady atmosphere necessary
for success.
“I think the consistency
of the coaching staff brings a
consistency amongst teaching
and recruiting,” said GVSU
head women’s soccer coach
Dave Dilanni, whose team
has won back-to-back NCAA
Championships. “You build
relationships with athletes,
and if you can have a coach
that is there for four years,
then you’re going to build that
consistency.”
With 13 teams finishing
in the top-10 nationally this
year, the Directors’ Cup win is
another sign of where GVSU
athletics are at. Not only did

66

I think the
consistency of
the coaching
staff brings a
consistency
amongst
teaching and
recruiting...”
-Dave Dilanni
Head women's
soccer coach
the Lakers see top-10 success
from their teams, but they also
saw four teams - women’s
soccer, women’s cross country,
women’s indoor track and
field and women’s outdoor
track and field - collect NCAA
Championships this season. .
“Stability is important, arid
that’s one thing Tim (Selgo)
and the athletic department is
focused on,” said GVSU head
men’s and women’s track coach
Jerry Baltes. “One thing I feel
we have going for us is that the
school gives every program
the chance to be successful.
Whatever program you’re with
at GVSU, you have the chance
to be successful, which is
something a lot of schools don’t
have.”
On top of the countless
victories on the field, the Lakers’
have been one of the cleanest
college athletics programs in any
division. In an era where players
are selling memorabilia and
driving expensive cars, GVSU
has stayed clean and avoided
NCAA sanctions, excelling as
the most successful program in
Division II athletics.
“It’s extremely important
because we want to do things
the right way," said Selgo of a
clean NCAA record. “We do
that by having high-character
people in the department who
do things the right way.”

sports @ lanthorn £om

» Men's basketball locks up recruits
After missing the NCAA Tournament for the first
time since 2004-05 season, the Grand Valley State
University men’s basketball team will look to reload
with two new recruits for the 2011 -12 campaign.
Tyrone Lee and Darius Norman, a pair of wing
players, will be attending GVSU in the fall. Norman,
a 6-foot-7 forward from Kalamazoo Central,
played a key role in the Giants back-to-back state
championships.
Lee, another 6-foot-7 forward out of Oakland
Community College, will be the third junior college
transfer brought in by head coach Ric Wesley in the
last two years.

Lee will join junior Tony Peters and another
incoming freshman, Ben Lanning of Grandville,
to compete for playing time to fill the void left
by graduated All-GLIAC forward Justin Ringler.
Ringler led the team in points (14.3), rebounds (6.1)
and assists (2.6) last season.
Softball Coaches Named Staff of the Year
In a year that saw a young Grand Valley State
University softball team come within a win of the
Division II Softball Championships, head coach
Doug Woods and his coaching staff of Dana Callihan
and Jennifer Mackson were named the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association (NFCA) Division II

National and Regional Coaching Staff of the Year.
GVSU’s offense, which was the best in Division
II, carried the Lakers through the regular season
thanks to home run power from the dynamic duo
of Katie Martin and Miranda Cleary. Martin, a
sophomore, was named the Daktronics National
Player of the Year, while Cleary, a frehsman, was
named the GLIAC Freshman of the Year.
In his 21 st year as head coach, Woods has longest
tenure of any GVSU head coach and a career record
of 727-343-3, and has led the team to the NCAA
Tournament in eight of the last 12 years.

BRADY FREDERICKSON I Sports Editor
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Former GV wrestler earns UFC
contract with reality show win
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor

The stereotype linked to
mixed martial artists is usually
not a nice one. They are
thought of as temperamental
meat heads - the kind of guys
who would rather do nothing
more than beat someone up.
And though for Grand
Valley
State
University
alumnus and former wrestler
Tony Ferguson, the stereotype
is off the mark, Ferguson's
punches certainly are not.
Those punches, specifically
a left-handed jab in the first
round of The Ultimate Fighter
13’s championship match,
won Ferguson a six-figure
UFC contract and a $100XXX)
“Knockout of the Night”
bonus for the knockout of his
opponent, Ramsey Nijem.
“I was actually angry
because I put in so much
time into training, and I was
prepared for a three-round
fight,” Ferguson said of his first
round knockout of Nijem. “I'm
blessed to have it come out the
way it did. It’s crazy, it’s nutty
and I worked extremely hard
for that knockout.”
Unlike many professional
athletes, Ferguson’s mixed
martial arts career was not a
life-long craft. A nursing major
at GVSU, he first heard about
mixed martial arts through a
patron at a California bar in
2007.
“I transitioned easily after
playing sports growing up
and naturally evolved to get
my own style,” Ferguson said,
also known by the nickname
“El Cucuy,” which is Spanish
for ‘The Boogeyman.’ “Grand
Valley really helped me to
refine and structure my style.
My biggest thing is I want to
finish something.”

COURTESY PHOTO / Doug Witt*

Drafted: Former Grand Valley State University associate athletic director, Lisa Sweany, talks logistics on the field.

COURTESY PHOTO / tcxtual.com

Victorious: Tony Ferguson, a GVSU Alumus, has become the Ultimate
Fighter fighting for Team Lesnar, and landing a $100,000 UFC contract.

able to focus on goals - which
was the team winning the
national championship along
with himself winning - has
carried on with him to what
he’s doing with the UFC.”
Defeating
Nijem
and
winning
The
Ultimate
Fighter opened new doors
for Ferguson in his MM A
career. The match was his first
official light in the professional
boundaries of the Ultimate
Fighting Championship, and
also secured Ferguson a true,
professional career in the
UFC.
“It’s very huge to win
the show, but the thing is a
champion is not going to be
surprised at what they’ve
done,” Ferguso said. “Right
now there’s something else in
my sights. I plan on taking this
for a little ride, and I was back
in the gym the following day.
This is what I do naturally, and
this is what makes me happy. ”

Those California roots can
be traced all the way back to
Michigan, where a 165-pound
wrestler from Muskegon,
Mich, made quite the career
journey.
After attending Central
Michigan University in 2003,
Ferguson transferred to GVSU
after only two years, and after
spending two more successful
years wrestling for the club
team, saw his career take off in
Allendale.
A two-time All-American
wrestler and one-time National
Champion at the 165 lb weight
class, Ferguson's career at
GVSU was a success that not
only helped to make him one
of the best wrestlers in GVSU
club history, but has also helped
him to evolve the mixed he is
today.
“I think there’s a lot to
be learned from wrestling in
college,” said former GVSU
club wrestling coach Dave
Mills. “For Tony, I think being

sports @ lanthorn com

Associate assistant director says good
bye to GV, hello to Armstrong Atlantic
By Dan Spadafora
GVL Lakerlife Editor

After 11 years as Senior
Associate Athletic Director
for Grand Valley State Uni
versity, Lisa M. Sweany will
be saying goodbye to her
Midwest roots and hello to
Savanna, Ga. Effective July
18, Sweany will become Di
rector of Athletics for Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity.
While also being Senior
Women Administrator at
GVSU, Sweany was also re
sponsible for personnel, facil
ities and budget. During her
time, Sweany was directly
overseeing game and event
operations, seven coaches
and all aspects of compliance
and eligibility for over 500
student athletes.
“I was at that point in my
career where I was ready to
make that next step,” Swea
ny said. “I had been actively
looking but selective because
I had a great situation here at
Grand Valley.”
With eight national cham-

pionships, 86 NCAA cham
pionship appearances and 35
conference
championships
along with 174 All-Ameri
cans, Armstrong is much like
GVSU in terms of athletic
success. Sweany says it is this
history of success which was
one of the many reasons for
her interest in Armstrong.
“We are proud and excit
ed that Lisa has been named
the Director of Athletics at
Armstrong Atlantic State
University,” said Tim Selgo,
GVSU’s director of athletics.
“She is well deserving of this
opportunity and has been an
integral part of our success at
GVSU over the past eleven
years. Our loss is Armstrong
Atlantic’s gain.”
Because Armstrong is al
ready a successful athletic
program Sweany says her
most immediate challenge
will not be with athletics but
dealing with the people she
will be leaving behind at
GVSU.
“I’m going to miss the
people,” Sweany said. “They
are just absolutely wonderful
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people.
We’ve
got great
coaches,
we’ve got
a
great
admin
istrative
staff and I
can’t say

enough

SWEANY

about Tim
Selgo as a professional lead
er, but I also consider him a
very good friend.”
In addition to missing
many people at GVSU, Swea
ny also adds that uprooting
and moving to Georgia will
be difficult as well.
“I’ve been a Midwest bom
and raised gal all my life,’’
Sweany said. “I’m originally
from the Indianapolis and
that’s the furthest south I’ve
ever lived. It is a little daunt
ing sometimes to look at the
big picture, it can be over
whelming. So I’ll take it one
day at a time.”
Sweany is leaving GVSU
with her mark left on the insti
tution and the athletic depart
ment. As a prime player re
searching and implementing
a plan, Sweany has brought
women’s lacrosse to GVSU
as the 20th varsity sport.
“That is one thing that I’m
most disappointed in because
I am leaving and I won’t get
to see them play,” Sweany
said. “But it’s definitely one
thing that I will walk away
from with a sense of pride. “
Sweany is completely
focused on her future at the
helm of the athletic depart
ment at Armstong and can
not say what her future will
look like. But she did say she
will always feel like she has a
home in the Midwest.
“Who knows what will
happen as my career develops
and unfolds at Armstrong,”
Sweany said. “But when you
have good places that you’ve
been to it certainly makes it
easier to say, yes I would go
back.”

lakerlife@lanthorn .com
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>> Dedication of the Kelly Turf Building
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GV athletics becoming a
brand of their own
4

By Brady
Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor

! Summertime in Allendale,
4 season filled with construc
tion and preseason football
practice. What that actually
means is I don’t have any
sports to inform or make you
chuckle about. What I can do
is make a friendly gentleman’s
bet with you.
1 also want to point out that
I’m not a gambling man - I’ve
l}een to a casino once, and I
lost all of my money in two
hours - I’d say I’m just a guy
who’s confident with an idea.
Anyway, here’s the deal:
I! bet you by 2021, ten years
from now, that the Grand
Valley State University ath
letic brand won’t be limited to
Michigan.
I’m not saying GVSU is an
enigma to the rest of the coun
try, but relatively speaking,
it’s a midwest affair. A brand
is something well-known,
something that people can as
sociate with something.
Ohio State and USC are
brands, but they’ve gone from
being known for winning to
being known for being slimy
and secretive cheaters.
GVSU is known for win
ning, and for being the ul
timate sports program in
Division II- shown by their
NCAA-record eight straight
Directors’ Cup.
They're also clean as a
whistle. Outside the recent
Zach Breen controversy, you
can’t think of another nega

tive about athletics here. The
GVSU brand is something
that’s not only significant
now, but has and will grow
into something much bigger
in the next decade.
Look no further than the re
cent 2011 Major League Base
ball First-Year Player Draft
for evidence. GVSU’s Cody
Grice, a junior outfielder, was
drafted in the 12th round by
the New York Yankees.
Like them or not, being
drafted by the Yankees is a big
deal, and if Grice can work
his way up to the big leagues
in the next few years it will
be an even bigger success for
both the GVSU baseball pro
gram, and GVSU athletics as
a whole.
He’s not going to wow you
with his stats, but Grice is
more than capable of devel
oping into a useful big league
player. For a good compari
son, look no further than the
Yankees’ current big league
centerfielder, Brett Gardner.
Gardner is a speedster who
can make up ground fast de
fensively and wreak havoc
on the base paths. Grice may
not be the pure speed player
Gardner is, but he could be
a bigger and more powerfulhitting version.
The Yankees drafting of
Grice is just one of many pro
fessional successes for GVSU
athletes.
Take Chicago White Sox
relief pitcher Matt Thornton.
The 6-foot-6 lefty is one of
baseball’s hardest throwers.
He’s coming off an American
League All-Star appearance
last season and, after a rough
start to the season, is begin
ning to again look like one
of the leagues dominant left-

handed relievers.
While they might not be
playing football these days,
current Kansas City Chiefs
comerback Brandon Carr is
another Laker success story at
the highest level.
Currently the No. 2 comer
for the up-and-coming Chiefs,
Carr has gone from fifth round
risk to steady starter. He’s not
going to make the highlight
reel with his hands, but he’s a
guy who can tackle and play
an efficient comer.
Two other Lakers linked to
the NFL are Green Bay Pack
ers’ lineman Nick McDonald
and undrafted free agent Cam
Bradfield. McDonald didn’t
play this last season, but he
was on the Packers’ Super
Bowl-winning roster.
Bradfield is another story.
The All-GLIAC lineman has
the ability to be on an NFL
practice squad, but with the
current lockout in place, Brad
field and many other undrafted
free agents have not had the
chance to speak with teams to
negotiate contracts.
These successes are great,
and they’ll surely help the re
cruiting process for the GVSU
programs they represented,
but the brand won’t truly ex
plode until a notable star-level
player emerges.
As far as we know, that
athlete could be reading this
column today. So lets revisit
this little discussion in ten
years, shall we?

Brady Fredericksen is
the GV Lanthorn s sports
editor. You can email Brady
at sports @ lan thorn .com
and follow him on Twitter
at http://twitterx.om/itsbradxbtch.

COURTESY PHOTO / Amanda Pitt*

Standing ovation: former GV football coach and halt-of-famer Brian Kelley speaks to the crowd following the renaming of the
Laker Turf Building to the Kelley Family Sports Center. The 138,000 square foot facility will honor Kelly's accomplishments at GVSU,
while still serving as a location for students to participate in intramural sports as well as open use of the track and class rooms.
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fireuuorks. parades, apple pie. picnics.

how we celebrate this american life ;

photographs by Eric Coulter / GVL

Balancing act: a street performer tackles juggling swords
while on a unicycle as part of GVSU's Fourth of July parade

Little Laker salute: stands by to salute the troops during the
a Fourth of July parade that ran through the GVSU campus.

Sparks fly: GVSU students Rickelle Jackson and Chelsea
Garascia enjoy the firework display in Grand Haven.
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MARKETPLACE
Announcements

_______ For Sale_______

Brian’s Books the better
bookstore. Now order books
online at briansbooks.net,
rent textbooks, and delayed
billing is available for
financial aid. Visit us in
Allendale or Downtown GR.
Catch up on campus events
with The Lanthorn
photo
galleries
at
Lanthorn.com
Check out videos of events
on campus at The Lanthorn
YouTube Channel! Search
qvsulanthom for the channel

Got something to sell or a
lease to get rid of? GVSU
faculty and staff get FREE
classifieds in print and on
line with
The Lanthorn! Stop in or
call us today.
0051 Kirkhof, 616-331-2460,
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu
See a picture you like in The
Lanthorn? You can buy that
and many more at the
Lanthorn Photo Store, buy
prints, t-shirts, mugs with the
picture! Just click the photo
store tab at Lanthorn.com

Employment
________Housing

Now Hiring! The Lanthorn
needs writers for Laker Life.
A&E. & News to start sum
mer or fall. Apply today in
0051 KC
Call 616-331-2464
Now Hiring! The Lanthorn
needs Web Team members
to start summer or fall.
Apply today in 0051 KC
Call 616-331-2464

3, 6, 9, & 12 month
lease options at
Pineridge Apartments
2790 Pineridge Dr, Walker
616-453-7999
www.pineridgeapartments.com
College student? Recent
grad? We have the perfect
apartment for you!
Check us out at
www.americanseating.com
or call out leasing office to
set up an appointment
616-776-2678

Get your news online at

Lanthorn.com

KEVIN HAUSFELD I Advertising Manager

advertising@lanthorn.com
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Come experience the
Comfortable and Affordable
side of Living. Check out
The Lofts in downtown GR at
www.lQftsapartment§:C9m or
call 616-234-0100.
Large Rental Home
Close to Grand valley Allen
dale Campus 1.4 acres 5
bedroom,
2 bathroom Lawncare and
snow removal included
Call
for
details:
616-291-1764
Lease at 48west and receive
a $400 Giftcard to Best Buy,
Apple, or Ikea Limits and
Restrictions apply*
Call Today! 616-895-2400
University Townhouses &
Apartments. Less than 2
miles from campus.
Free parking, free heat. 2 & 4
bedroom units available.
www.gvhouses.com or call
(616)477-5511
Luxury skyline living in the
heart of downtown Grand
Rapids located across the
river from the GVSU
Downtown Campus. Contact
616-776-3300.

More Fun...Less Money at
Campus View Housing!
Brand new pool for summer
2011. Huge rec center with
massive movie theater!
616-895-6678 or
campusviewhousing.com
Need a place to cool off this
summer? Meadows crossing
is premiere off campus
student housing with a new
resort style pool and spa.
Call Today! 616-892-2700
One Bedroom Apartments in
the heart of downtown.
Check us out at www.highlandplaceapartments.com or
call 616-234-0100.
What apartments should I
live in? There's too many to
choose.
Learn
about
Off-Campus
Apartments at The Lant horn's
gvsuoffcampushousing.com

Entertainment
Unlimited Golf for $10 at
Western Greens! Restrictions
Apply, look for the coupon in
this newspaper!
Wengers Bowling offers great
bowling and drink specials
every night of the week. Stop
by and check us out
downtown on Leonard
Street. Call 616-454-4482 to
check for open bowling
times.

Keep up with Grand Valley
this summer!
Visit Lanthom.com for cur
rent stories about what's
happening on campus
Ride the G.R. Hopper this
weekend. Only $10 per
person round trip from
Allendale (reservation
required). Ride includes
!
unlimited bar hopping and
other specials at downtown
bars and restaurants.
Call 616-606-0467 or
email staff@qrhopper.com i

________ Services________
Hey did you read that article
in the Lanthorn last week?
No, I missed it, how do I read
it now? That's easy go to the
Lanthorn .pdf archives on
the Lanthorn.com homepage
they have all the past issues
from the semester.

1

Opportunities

■ 1

Up to 100% college
tuition assistance
Career Opportunities
National Guard Contact SPC
Button 616-405-0767
1800-GO-GUARD
NATIONALGUARD.com

Miscellaneous
Stay up to the minute with
Lanthorn social media. Fol
low us on Facebook, Twitter,
& RSS Feeds!

Have
something

»se!|?

and leave some feedback.

Support

GVSU
Student
Media

jrmtfforn

Take a look in

MARKETPLACE

King Crossword

Ylow
Hininq
Lanthonn'a. WeU 7earn

0% inteneited:
Must work 10-15 hours a week
Must be reliable and available
with a flexible schedule
Sophomore or Junior clas^
standing preferred

dll intenented

pennon* contact
Anya Zentmeyer at news@lanthorn.com
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ACROSS
1 Watched
5 Taxpayer's
addressee
(Abbr.)
8 Injure
12 Mexican
street band
14 Piece of
work
15 Small
prison cell
16 — fide
17 Comedian
DeLuise
18 Family
name on
both “Full
Fiouse”
and “ALF"
20 Censor's
sound
23 Mattel
subdivision
24 Ointment
25 Lockable
money
container
28 Syllable
often follow
ing a dot
29 Donny’s
sister
30 Martini
ingredient
32 Orator’s
perch
34 Clench
35 Longtime
baseball
pitcher Jim
36 "... — finest
hour”
37 Lowly
servant
40 Exist

8 Mingle (with) 29 Film-rating
org.
9 “Once — a
31 “All Things
time”
Considered”
10 Mysterious
airer
letter
33 With hands
11 Despot
on hips
13 On
19 Liniment tar 34 Urban sub
section
get
36 “Star Trek:
20 English
TNG” role
channel?
DOWN
37 Waterfall
21 Cambodia
neighbor
effect
1 Type squares
38 Engrave
22 Ticklish
2 Deviate off
Muppet
39 Approach
course
23 Fortune-tell 40 Isn’t healthy
3 Before
43 Pooch
ing deck
4 Crown
44 Biscay or
25 Occult
5 Nuclear
Biscayne
weapon
doctrine
45 Raw mineral
26 Shrek, for
(Abbr.)
46 Alphabet
example
6 Letter after
ending
27 Romans'
P'
unlucky
7 Famous
number?
route

41
42
47
48
49

Thing
Television set
Wound cover
Lone
“Cornin’
- the Rye”
50 Booker T.’s
backup band
51 Courtroom
cry
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Bake them, cook them or eat them raw. No matter
how you take them, blueberry season is almost
here. The Lanthorn is serving up local hot spots
so you can pick your own, and even better recipes
for when you take them
home.
READY FOR PICKING
USES NATURAL PRACTICES

1 Dykstra U-Pick Blueberries
2
Hours of Operation: Monday-Friday from 8 a.m. to 5p.m.
Contact: 616.669.6436
Location: 7411 56th Avenue, Hudsonville, Ml
Distance from GV: About 13 minutes
U-pick blueberries will be ripe and available for the
picking toward the end of July.

Post Farms

Hours of Operation: Monday- Saturday from 8
a.m. to 5p.m.
Contact: 616.874.7569
Location: 9849 Myers Lake Avenue Ne, Rockford, Ml 49341
Distance from GV: About 40 minutes
Post farm uses natural growing practices and offers U-pick
and already picked blueberries.

4

CLOSE TO GV

3

OPEN SUNDAYS

Crossroads Bluberry Market

Hours of Operation: Monday-Saturday from 11 a.m. to
7 p.m.
Contact: 616.842.2828
Location: 14315 Lake Michigan Dr., West Olive, Ml
Distance from
GV:
«
i
Description/features: Though Crossroads Blueberry
Market does not offer the U-Pick option, the family
owned blueberry growers at Crossroads Blueberry
Farm have recently opened up their own retail
space that offers patrons fresh, locally grown
fruit as well as baked goods, jams, sauces and
honey along with real fruit smoothies and
Hudsonville ice cream. For a more detailed look
at what Crossroads Blueberry Market has to
offer, visit crossroadsblueberrymarket.com.

Irvine Blueberries

Hours of Operation: Wednesday/Thursday/
Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Saturday from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Contact: 616.895.4538
Location: 8177 66th Avenue, Hudsonville,
Ml
Distance from GV: About 14 minutes
Using natural growing practices, Irvine
Blueberries features already-picked
blueberries for sale in addition to a U-Pick
option. Equipped with restrooms and
picnic areas, owners of the farm estimate
blueberries will be ripe for the picking
around July 20 and advise those who
are interested to keep updated on www.
irvineblueberries.com.

OPEN LATE ON WEEKDAYS

^

Venroy Blueberries

Hours of Operation: Monday-Friday from 8a.m. to dusk, Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Contact: 616.837.6482
Location: 14564 84th Avenue, Coopersville, Ml
Distance from GV: About 23 minutes
Venroy provides picking pails and tie ropes for U-Pickers, though customers must
bring their own containers for the transport home. There is also the option to order
already picked blueberries at Venroy, which opens July 18 for blueberry season.

The Summer's Best

tm

BLUEBERRY PIE
*The highest antioxidant capacity of all fresh fruit

Prep Time:

Cook Time:

Ready in:

15 min.

50 min.

1 hour 5 min.

* Neutralizes free radicals which can affect disease and
aging in the body
* Aids in reducing belly fat
* Helps promote urinary tract health
* Proven to preserve vision
* Promotes brain health
* Prevents against heart disease
* Aids in constipation & digestion

Ingredients
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

3/4 cup white sugar
3 tablespoons cornstarch
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
4 cups fresh blueberries
1 recipe pastry for a 9 inch double crust pie
1 tablespoon butter

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees F (220 degrees C).
2. Mix sugar, cornstarch, salt, and cinnamon, and sprinkle over
blueberries.
3. Line pie dish with one pie crust. Pour berry mixture into the crust,
and dot with butter. Cut remaining pastry into 1/2 - 3/4 inch wide
strips, and make lattice top. Crimp and flute edges.
4. Bake pie on lower shelf of oven for about 50 minutes, or until crust
is golden brown

Recipe from allrecipes.com
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